
Abstract 

Cognitive Radio is a key technology that has been proposed to exploits the mused 
spectrmn holes available in the licensed spectrmn band. Accuracy of detection of mrused 
holes is the key to the success of Cognitive Radio (CR), which is perfurmed by spectrmn 
sensing operation in Cognitive Radio Network (CRN). CR allows the opportunistic 
access to these mrused spectrum holes provided the licensed users (prinmy users) are 
always protected from interrerence due to CR users (secondaty users) transmission. 
However, issues like shadowing, muhipath :fading etc. a:ffuct perfunnance of spectrum 
sensing tmdule impacting the detection perfunnance of the secondary users (SUs). 
Cooperative Spectrum Sensing (CSS) bas proven to be an emerging scheme to overcome 
the above issues of spectrum sensing which significantly improve spectrum sensing 
perfOrmance and quality resuh utilizing spectral diversity of the SUs. 

In this dissertation work, a game theory based coalition tmdel fur Cooperative 
Spectrmn Sensing fur CRN bas been proposed. The mtjor contribution of this work is to 
acconnnodate the constraint dming cooperation due to the cost of reporting time and 
reporting energy. A furmuJation has also been carried out to decide the optimal size of a 
possible coalition and a scheine fur coalition head selection dynamically .. AJong with the 
above furmuJation, the condition to achieve the coalition stability is also carried out fur 
the proposed rmdel Sinm1ation resuhs have shown that average throughput of a SU 
within a coalition is better than the throughput of non-cooperative case of the same SU. It 
has also been round that the furmuJation of coalition acconnnodates the tradeoff due to 
reporting time and reporting energy. It bas been shown that the optimal size of coalition 
varies depending on the variation of the given target probability of fuJse a1ann of a 
coalition Further, sinmJation resuhs show the perfunnance enhancement due to selection 
of the coalition head in accordance to the proposed method derived fur head selection in a 
coalition. 
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